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Introduction
The COVID-19 is a human tragedy of enormous proportions. There will be both short and long-term
economic implications as countries continue to grapple with an effective way to limit the spread of
the coronavirus and which will allow economies to be kick-started in the near term. Will a recessionary
economic climate be the new norm? What restructuring tools are available to promote businesses
and jobs? How do directors, business leaders and professionals deal with this ever evolving situation
and the implications it holds for companies. This guide looks to unpack certain of these perspectives
and where the survival of the entity might just feed into opportunities for the restructuring of the
corporate and which might lead to a more sustainable outcome.
Prior to the World Health Organisation declaring COVID-19 a pandemic and the declaration by
President Cyril Ramaphosa on Sunday 15 March 2020 of a national state of disaster in South Africa
in terms of the Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002, South Africa’s economy had already contracted
in the last two quarters of 2019. As a result, and not unexpectedly, on Friday 27 March 2020, the credit
rating agency Moody’s cut South Africa’s sovereign credit rating to sub-investment grade, meaning
that the country now has a “junk” rating status from all three major credit rating agencies.

As a result of the downgrade, South Africa’s government bonds will be excluded from the FTSE World
Government Bond Index, and it will no doubt become more expensive to borrow money. In addition,
within the first few months of this year, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) had reduced South
Africa’s growth forecast for 2020 to only 0.8% and for 2021 to 1.0%. There is no doubt that the ratings
downgrade of South Africa will make trading conditions extremely challenging in the period ahead.
On 25 March 2020, final COVID-19 lockdown regulations were published restricting the movement
of persons during the period of the lockdown. These regulations have evolved over time and we are
now facing a gradual release of the lockdown levels and for an indeterminate period. In the various
levels that will follow, there remain severe restrictions on our ability as South Africans to continue
to trade and do business for the next few weeks and possibly months. The regulations continue
to restrict the movement of persons in South Africa and confines every person to his/her place
of residence for the lockdown period, unless such person is allowed to go back to work in certain
sectors (and in respect of the provision of essential services). Any person who contravenes the
restriction regulations will be guilty of a criminal offence. These remain harsh trading conditions
and the continued lockdown will continue to prejudice the ability for the South African economy
to get back on its feet!
The Rescission Pain Index for April 2020 – published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) –
ranked the United States at number one as the country that has been most affected by the recession
caused by COVID-19, and then goes on to rank South Africa at number 2, followed by Italy, France,
the UK and Turkey. The IMF in its World Economic Outlook for April 2020 has further indicated that
projected global economic growth in the second half of 2020 is set to fall to negative 3% –
a downgrade of 6.3% from January 2020. The IMF report states that “… this makes the Great
Lockdown the worst recession since the Great Depression in 1929 and far worse than the
Global Financial Crisis in 2009”.

Fallout for South African businesses
What does all of this mean for us in South Africa? We have already seen fallout. The airline industry,
together with retail and construction are severely constrained. This has caused SAA, SA Express
(now in provisional liquidation), Comair and now Edcon to file for the business rescue process set
out in the Companies Act, 71 of 2011 (the Companies Act). In addition there is severe financial hardship
in sit down restaurants, hotels, hospitality, conference centres, entertainment venues, sports event
companies and the transport sector. The list is certainly not exhaustive.
There is no doubt that the prospect of companies and businesses not being able to “hold out”,
has become a stark and very concerning reality.
The effects of the lockdown on the South African economy and companies will be felt in the months
ahead and probably for years to come. The inability to trade (or to trade at a reduced capacity) in this
lockdown period leaves many companies and businesses unable to generate any revenue to meet
their continued overhead costs, such as salaries and wages, rental obligations to landlords, creditors,
suppliers and the payment of public utilities (such as lights, water and electricity).
There has most certainly been an increase in filings for both business rescue and in some instances
for liquidation. Many are of the view that the financial distress bubble has not yet burst. It is however
expanding at a rapid rate. Simply, certain distressed companies cannot continue to “kick the can
down the road” and hope for the best.
The test for financial distress is very clear. The Companies Act states that if a company cannot pay its
debts in the ordinary course of business (as and when they fall due) and for the next 6 month period,
then they must consider filing for formal business rescue. If directors ignore this obligation

and, not with standing, continue to trade their companies in insolvent circumstances, and thereby
“recklessly”, then they may open themselves up to personal liability claims. Some companies are
using the opportunity of the “lockdown moratorium” and not being able to trade as a springboard to
request a “quasi moratorium” from their creditors and ask for payment holidays. They rely on the fact
that because their businesses are effectively shut, there is no available revenue to pay creditors. As a
result, certain companies are approaching their landlords, suppliers, equipment lessors, trade creditors
and suppliers and are requesting a 3/6 month payment deferment on outstanding amounts due.
The problem of course is that they do this without any statutory moratorium in place (stay on claims).
This can be extremely dangerous! Just the admission that they cannot pay their debts can be seen as
an act of insolvency and which could invite applications for the liquidation of the company brought
by aggressive creditors. Even worse is that some of these companies think that if applications for
liquidation are brought, then all they then need to do is to file for business rescue. That is where they
are wrong! The Act is clear. If an application for the liquidation of the company is launched, then this
would prevent the company from passing a resolution to place the company into business rescue. The
company is then faced with having to intervene in the liquidation application and to try and persuade
the court that a business rescue would be a better option for the company than a liquidation. This is
often difficult to do and could backfire, with the company being placed into liquidation by the court
in any event. What is worse is that the intricate details of the company’s financial position would
have to be ventilated in open court, which is not good for the company’s reputation and in fact could
prejudice a successful business rescue process.
The upside or silver lining to all of this is that COVID-19 provides struggling, financially distressed
companies the opportunity for a “fresh start” (or financial rehabilitation). This might allow companies
that were already financially distressed prior to the lockdown and consequent economic fall-out, to in
fact now use the opportunity to restructure their businesses, either informally or through a business
rescue procedure. If directors and management are brave enough and are able to place themselves
in a position to understand these opportunities and the upside of going through a restructure, both
operationally and financially, then we might begin to see a better aligned and more stable South
African economy in the future.
It is about being nimble and where companies might have to think out of the box and as they say to
“try and avoid the body blows”.
Companies need to be resilient, use the opportunity to downsize, rethink the profile of the company’s
profile and market share and to most importantly look to shed excess capacity and burdensome
overheads.
Most important is to manage the messaging. Companies need to sit down with stakeholders early
on (and with the media when the time is right) and have a frank and meaningful conversation as
to where the company is financially and operationally and to set out clearly what the runway looks
like going forward. As they say… “keep your enemies close”! So collaboration is key and provides
companies with a better than even chance of a successful restructuring.
The economic fallout caused by COVID-19 is going to mean the increase of business rescues and
potentially corporate failure. There is also no doubt that more and more companies are going to
grab the opportunity for a moratorium and where they have the opportunity not to have to pay their
creditors. The first question that we all need to ask is whether we believe that South Africa will have
enough restructuring experts and business rescue practitioners to cope with the increase in failing
companies? The second question is whether there will be sufficient distressed financing available to
prop up these companies, while they are being restructured, and to enable them to go through such
restructuring process successfully?
What our objective must be, is to allow companies that were on the brink of financial collapse to be
allowed the breathing space to go through a meaningful restructuring process and to emerge on the
other side as a stable, solvent entity which can continue to trade and contribute to the South African
economy going forward.

Taking advantage of the
current economic situation
Certain companies are currently abusing the COVID-19 pandemic and are trying to use the current
distressed trading conditions to their advantage by asking for payment holidays, a moratorium on
payments, and reduction in amounts due.
We have seen many clients on the receiving end of certain counterparties who are trying to exploit
the harsh current trading conditions to their advantage. Unfortunately, there is not much that you
can do if you are on the receiving end of such requests. The creditor can bring an urgent application
for the liquidation of the debtor company on the basis that it cannot pay its debts. However, the
costs of doing so might prohibit this course of action and further, what would creditors get out of a
liquidation other than a negligible liquidation dividend (if you are lucky).
When faced with such an approach, creditors would do well to negotiate a position to both parties
benefit. If there are agreements reached on terms for the reduction/deferral of payments or payment
holidays, these should be carefully documented to alleviate any uncertainties which could prejudice
either party down the line.

Opportunity for a reset of
the company’s business?
Many companies were already facing financial distress well prior to March 2020 when the lockdown
kicked in. These companies were already trading on the “cusp of insolvency” and where cash flow
projections were already looking extremely tight.
Notwithstanding, the current position, out of every bad situation, comes some hint of a silver lining!
The downturn in the economy will allow many struggling companies to “reset” and where they can
effectively be restructured either informally, or through the business rescue (BR) mechanism provided
by Chapter 6 of the Companies Act.
Companies need to establish the role of their businesses in the value chain? Is my company/
business dispensable or indispensable in the peculiar ecosystem in which that company conducts
trade? Is the company is an essential part of a food chain (for example – a company that supplies
essential components to the trucking industry, or plays an important part in the manufacture of
pharmaceuticals. These companies will probably have a better chance of survival and where at the
very least it might (if financially distressed) get the support of its bankers and suppliers in obtaining
increased credit facilities.

Informal or formal restructuring?
Financially distressed companies can try and achieve a restructuring, either informally or through
a formal business rescue process.
An informal restructuring can be beneficial, particularly where the company appoints a competent
Chief Restructuring Officer (CRO) or restructuring/turnaround specialist to assist with the “reset”
and the restructuring of the company’s debt, it’s equity, levels and competency of management, level
and scope of operations, the size of its staff complement (look at downsizing) and where such CRO
can attend to the shutdown of loss making businesses or subsidiaries. The prohibiting factor of course
is that in an informal restructuring there is no moratorium/stay on claims, and any aggressive creditor
can rush off to the court and apply for the winding up of the company. Also, it is often the case that
third party funders and/or existing lenders are only willing to put in further working capital/loans with
the benefit and protection of a preferent status offered by BR (post-commencement funding/PCF).
Business rescue (Chapter 6 of the Companies Act) on the other hand provides an effective tool for
financially distressed companies to be rehabilitated and where, with the help of a business rescue
practitioner (supervisor) can restructure the affairs, business, property, debt and other liabilities and
equity in a manner that maximises the likelihood of the company continuing in existence on a solvent
basis, or if it is not possible for the company to so continue in existence, results in a better return for
the company’s creditors or shareholders than would result from the immediate liquidation of the
company.
If a company is financially distressed (that is, it cannot pay its ongoing creditors in the next six-month
period or will become insolvent on its balance sheet in the next six-month period) then the board
of directors must consider placing the company into business rescue. A business rescue practitioner
would be appointed to supervise the company’s affairs on a temporary basis while the company
is being restructured or potentially sold to a third party. There must be a realistic prospect that the
company can be rescued. If not, then the company should be placed into liquidation.
Whilst the company is going through its restructuring process, a moratorium (stay) on all claims
would exist for the duration of the rescue period. No creditor can enforce claims against the
company, attach its assets or apply to court to wind up the company (place it into liquidation) whilst
the company remains in business rescue. Once appointed, the business rescue practitioner would
engage with all stakeholders (creditors, management, directors, third party suppliers, employees and
trade unions) in an effort to draft a workable and realistic business rescue plan which would be aimed
at rescuing the company. Debt due to creditors would be restructured with most creditors being
asked to agree to a compromise of their claims. The company can, once a plan has been voted in
(all creditors vote on the value of their claims, in one class and which includes secured creditors),
exit the rescue process and which can result in the company continuing to trade on a solvent basis.

Advantages of business rescue
By commencing with a business rescue, the financially distressed company would achieve
the following:
> Allow a business rescue practitioner to take control and supervise the management of the 		
company’s affairs, business and property going forward, and where the practitioner can
continue to engage all stakeholders with the objective of preparing a business rescue plan
in due course;
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

> The publication of a business rescue plan, which must have as it objective one of two outcomes –
• The restructure of the company’s affairs, business, property, debt and other liabilities and equity
in a manner that maximises the likelihood of the company continuing in existence on a solvent
basis into the future; or
• If the above is not possible to do so, file a business rescue plan which results in a better return
for the company’s creditors or shareholders than would result from the immediate liquidation
of the company;
> The imposition of a statutory moratorium (stay on claims) that would freeze all claims against
the company (brought by creditors), avert potential winding up proceedings and allow the 		
company breathing space to restructure the company together with the BRP.
The moratorium allows the company to retain and preserve value while the company goes 		
through its restructuring process in business rescue;
> The saving of ongoing costs by suspending certain of the company’s obligations:

		
		
		

• In the COVID-19 situation, we are seeing the business rescue process being used to effectively
“mothball” the company’s business during the period of its business rescue thus saving the 		
incurrence of continued overhead costs.

		

• All historical pre-commencement debt would be frozen, thus freeing up existing cash reserves;

		
		

• The company would start up again when it reaches its level of lockdown (for example Level 3
or 2) that would allow it to continue to trade again in the normal course of business operations.

By commencing business rescue,
the company would achieve the following:
		
		
		
		

> The identification of post-commencement funding (PCF) sourced from the company’s existing
bankers, third party funders or shareholders. The provision of PCF would allow the company 		
to continue to service its overhead obligations whilst it is going through its business rescue 		
/ restructuring process. Such PCF would have priority ranking in the business rescue above all
pre-commencement claims;
> Allow the BRP to engage with all management and employees and to assess the merits/		
demerits of a downsizing (in terms of the Labour Relations Act and which might include 		
retrenchments). Of course, the retention of key managers and employees will be very important;

		
		
		
		

> The imposition of a statutory moratorium (stay on claims) that would freeze all claims against
the company (brought by creditors), avert potential winding up proceedings and allow the 		
company breathing space to restructure the company together with the BRP.
The moratorium allows the company to retain and preserve value while the company goes 		
through its restructuring process in business rescue;

> Allow the company to propose a compromise (substantial reduction) on all pre-commencement
debt/liabilities;
> Place the BRP in a position where he can use section 136 of the Act, to entirely, partially or 		
conditionally suspend, for the duration of the business rescue proceedings, any obligation of
the company and potentially cancel all prejudicial contracts/agreements currently in place with
counter-parties (would need to go to court to cancel);
> Consider the potential of the sale of or injection of equity funding into the company by a
third party;
> Potentially garner support from all stakeholders to support the company in its restructuring; and
> Protect the directors against personal claims for having traded the company recklessly and in
insolvent circumstances.
The plan would be published and hopefully approved by creditors. The company would exit the
process on a restructured basis, either with the business intact (the company continues to trade on
a solvent basis into the future) or with the business/company acquired by new owners.

Personal Liability of Directors
Tough economic times translate into hard decision making and where strong leadership at board
level will become a necessity.
In these circumstances, directors need to be mindful of their responsibilities, duties and liabilities in
terms of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Act). Directors are required to take proactive steps in order
to mitigate any losses that a company may face during these times, which may include implementing
certain cost-cutting measures and taking legal advice where necessary. Failure by directors to take
proactive steps may result in directors being held personally liable in terms of the Act.
1. Directors’ duties and responsibilities:
Directors would be expected to become informed about the steps that should be taken to alleviate
and mitigate against the possible fall-out that the spread of COVID-19 will have on the company’s
operations and the impact it will have on the way the company does its business.
In this regard, a director must, in terms of section 76(3) of the Act, perform his/her powers and
functions in good faith and for a proper purpose; in the best interest of the company; and with
the degree of care, skill and diligence that may be reasonably expected of a person carrying out
the same functions in relation to the company as those carried out by that director; and having the
general knowledge, skill and experience of that director.
Section 76(4) of the Act states that, in respect of any particular matter arising in the exercise of the
powers of the performance of the functions of a director, a particular director will have satisfied his/her
obligations if that director has taken reasonably diligent steps to become informed about the matter,
and has a rational basis to believe that the all decisions taken were in the best interest of the company
at the time.
2. Reliance on others’ advice
In taking reasonably diligent steps to become informed about the company’s business and affairs,
directors are entitled to rely on information prepared by the employees of the company, or any

other professional person retained by the company. This would include health experts and those
professionals who would be able to properly advise the company on the methods and protocols to
be taken to ensure that COVID-19 has the least possible impact on the company and all of
its stakeholders. The directors must reasonably believe that such a professional person or expert
merits confidence and that, that person’s professional competence has enabled that person to
properly advise management and all the employees of the company. Also, an unquestioning reliance
on others by a director is not acceptable. Pertinent questions need to be asked and answered and in
order to ensure that directors elicit the best possible information and which is for the benefit of the
company and its financial future.
3. Steps to take when faced with financial difficulties
In the weeks and months ahead, directors behaviour in response to the virus will be tested. A
company’s board should therefore carefully assess whether or not the company is facing financial
difficulties which it may well be able to overcome (albeit with some difficulty), or is in fact financially
distressed or insolvent within the meaning of the Act.
A company is financially distressed within the meaning of the Act if it is reasonably unlikely that it will
be able to pay all its debts as they fall due and payable within the immediately ensuing six months,
or it is reasonably unlikely that the company’s assets will continue to exceed its liabilities within the
immediately ensuing six months.
When a company is facing financial difficulties it will be necessary for the board of directors to take
the necessary steps to overcome those difficulties (e.g. restructure the company’s business operations
and/or its financial affairs) and to continually assess the company’s financial status.
Should a company nevertheless become financially distressed, then the Board should either pass
a resolution to place the company in business rescue, or deliver a statutory written notice to each
affected person confirming that the company is financially distressed and is not being placed into
business rescue and providing reasons for such decision.
If a company is trading in insolvent circumstances and there is no longer any prospect for business
rescue to succeed, the Board should immediately resolve to propose to the company’s shareholders
that a special resolution for the company’s voluntary liquidation be adopted. Alternatively, a director
can apply to court for the liquidation of the company.
4. Tough decisions ahead for directors
Directors may become tempted in times of uncertainty to blindly forge ahead and take on credit
(whether receiving goods and/or services on credit, or loans from lenders) in an attempt to keep the
company afloat, whilst knowing full well that the company cannot, in its present circumstances, repay
that credit. Some directors may even be tempted to misrepresent the company’s financial position in
order to obtain such credit.
Where the company’s only salvation will be the economy returning to a semblance of normal once
the COVID-19 pandemic is under control, directors should note that section 77(3)(b) of the Act, as read
with section 22 of the Act, penalises and holds directors personally liable to the company for any loss
incurred through knowingly carrying in the business of the company recklessly, with gross negligence,
with intent to defraud any person or for any fraudulent purpose. In addition, a director can also be held
personally liable, based on section 218(2), for any loss or damage to a third party which resulted from
any contravention of the Act.

Section 22 of the Companies Act
Notice from CIPC dated 24 March 2020 – Moratorium on section 22 of the Companies Act
We refer to the note received from CIPC dated 24 March 2020. The notice deals with a moratorium on
the enforcement of section 22 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the “Act”).
Section 22 states that:
		

22.

Reckless trading prohibited

		
(1)
				

A company must not carry on its business recklessly, with gross negligence, with intent
to defraud any person or for any fraudulent purpose.

		
(2)
				
				
				
				

If the Commission has reasonable grounds to believe that a company is engaging
in conduct prohibited by subsection (1), or is unable to pay its debts as they become
due and payable in the normal course of business, the Commission may issue a notice
to the company to show cause why the company should be permitted to continue 		
carrying on its business, or to trade, as the case may be.

		
(3)
				
				
				
				
				

If a company to whom a notice has been issued in terms of subsection (2) fails within
20 business days to satisfy the Commission that it is not engaging in conduct
prohibited by subsection (1), or that it is able to pay its debts as they become due
and payable in the normal course of business, the Commission may issue a
compliance notice to the company requiring it to cease carrying on its business or		
trading, as the case may be.

In terms of the attached notice, the CIPC (the Commission) has stated that whilst the declaration
of a national disaster in terms of the Disaster Management Act, 57 of 2002 remains in place, the
Commission will not invoke its powers in terms of section 22 of the Act “in the case of a company
which is temporarily insolvent and which is still carrying on business or trading”. The moratorium
will lapse 60 days after the declaration of a national disaster has been lifted.
From a proper reading of section 22, I am of the view that this can only be applicable in the context
of sections 22 (2) and (3) of the Act.
This is an important statement in the context of directors of companies who are trading the business
of their companies “recklessly, with gross negligence, with intent to defraud any person or for any
fraudulent purpose”. It has long been established in our law that by trading a company in insolvent
circumstances – i.e. commercial insolvency – where a company cannot pay its debts as and when
they fall due, would constitute “reckless trading” on the part of the company and its directors.
The moratorium imposed by CIPC not invoking the provisions of section 22 during the lockdown
period, (and as set out in the attached notice) does not however prohibit any third party (including
a creditor), who believes that a company is trading in contravention of section 22 (1), from instituting
a claim against the company and against its directors for damages resulting from a breach of that
section. In this regard, section 218 (2) entitles any person to claim damages against any person
(director) that contravenes any provision of the Act. Further in terms of section 77 (3) (b), a director
can be held personally liable for any loss, damage or costs sustained by a company as a direct or
indirect consequence of the director having “acquiesced in the carrying on of the company’s
business despite knowing that it was being conducted in a manner prohibited by section 22 (1).”
Directors and management, in the current and volatile circumstances caused by COVID-19, that
because of the notice published by CIPC, that a defence against “reckless trading” would be sustained
in the event that any company and/or director is called upon to defend a claim for having carried on
the business in contravention of section 22 (1).

There is concern that the notice published by CIPC might create the impression that the moratorium
referred to in the attached notice (of non- prosecution for reckless trading), might also apply to
potential action to be taken by a third party (creditor).
Boards of directors of financially distressed companies must take the above into account in the
ongoing conduct of their companies.

Engagement with stakeholders
Companies faced with the potential of financial distress need to be nimble, proactive and resilient
and must consider taking practical and effective steps to mitigate prejudice to the company
caused by the impact of COVID-19. These include being open and honest with all of the companies
stakeholders and being transparent about the level of cash flow difficulties facing the company.
This can be done at an informal stage and prior to any formal filing for BR.
Engagement must happen sooner rather than later. Preservation of value must be a key factor in
driving these engagements. If left too late, there will be nothing left to restructure or rescue.
Engagement would include providing detailed financial information packs to all stakeholders (subject
to certain of these parties signing Non-Disclosure Agreements – NDA’s). Meaningful conversations
need to happen on a urgent basis and with the following stakeholders:
> Employees/Trade Unions – discussions need to happen about a reduction in the size of the 		
companies workforce/management through negotiated voluntary retrenchments;
> Suppliers/Creditors – negotiating with suppliers of goods and services for extended credit
terms and, if necessary, negotiate amendments to onerous terms and conditions.
Engage with creditors that have not been paid outstanding amounts and request a
moratorium or terms for repayment (see further below);
> Landlords – downsizing the size and scale of your business and its footprint. This might
include negotiating a payment holiday with landlords or reducing the number of leased 		
premises altogether;
> Bankers – Negotiating with your bankers for increased limits on overdraft facilities and possible
forbearance on outstanding loans (see further below);
> Government – exploring Government Financial Aid programmes, in particular to SMEs such 		
as the Solidarity Fund, employee relief schemes (UIF), corporate tax subsidies and employee tax
incentives from SARS;
> Credit Insurers – establishing what relief is available from Credit Insurance policies;
> Marketing and Advertising – reducing spend on unnecessary expenses such as marketing
and advertising;
> Internal Finance – consideration of adjustments to monthly and annual budgets (revenue and
expenses) and implementing cost saving policies across the board.
> Bankers – Consider discussing the financial position of the company with the company’s
bankers to assess how they may be of assistance. Most banks and financial institutions are
well aware of and understand the tough economic circumstances that companies now
find themselves in, especially given the economic impact that COVID-19 is having on
businesses across the country. Banks generally are sympathetic to the difficult and challenging
trading conditions that currently face companies and would usually, if taken into the company’s
confidence at the earliest possible opportunity, be willing to consider moratoriums on payment/
service obligations of bank facilities.

> Creditors – Identify all of the company’s major creditors and establish whether they would
be open to discussing possible short-term payment “holidays” (or repayment plans that will
take pressure off the cash flow constraints of the business). However, it is important to note
that this option can potentially prejudice the company, as any admission of the
company’s inability to pay its debts will be grounds for a liquidation. Therefore, such
discussions and communications must be handled with the utmost care and
legal consideration.

Opportunities for investors in
the business rescue process
The South African business rescue process has created the opportunity for investors (local and foreign)
to position themselves in order to take advantage of distressed assets in South Africa and which could
potentially be acquired through the business rescue process. The business rescue mechanism in
South Africa has created a new playing field for investors, venture capital, hedge funds, private equity
firms, third party potential acquirors and distressed funds to consider the potential of acquiring good
value assets at significantly discounted prices.
With the onset of tough trading conditions caused by COVID-19, and with many businesses likely to
seek the protection of the business rescue mechanism, there is no doubt that investors and potential
acquirors of businesses will be looking to the mechanisms of business rescue for acquisition and M&A
activity in the months ahead.
Often, the business rescue plan, allows for the company’s business/assets or shares being sold
to a new owner, and where creditors end up receiving a better dividend in business rescue than
they would have received in a liquidation. In certain instances, there is an opportunity to do a “prepackaged” buy-out and where a deal is consummated up front and then approved (in an expedited
fashion) in a business rescue process.
Many of these financially distressed companies have ended up being acquired by third party investors
(locally and from offshore) and where either the shares or the business/assets have been acquired at
substantial discounts. Generally these parties have made an offer of say R1 for the shares and have in
addition offered creditors something better than they would get in a liquidation scenario. Generally
negligible dividends are available to creditors in liquidation (if at all). In almost all instances, creditors
vote in the business rescue plan… why would they not?... clearly a business rescue dividend of 30
cents/50 cents in the Rand is far better than a zero/negligible liquidation dividend which would be the
outcome if the business rescue plan is not approved and the company is forced into liquidation.
Competent business rescue practitioners are being appointed to deal with the sale of certain of these
assets/businesses out of these distressed companies and as a result, we have seen more and more
investors and third party acquirors looking at the procedure as a means to making these acquisitions.
As has been said, business rescue in South Africa is fast becoming the new “M&A”… and there is no
doubt that acquisition activity in distressed companies is on the increase.
The business rescue legislation contemplates the process ending after a period of three months,
although in practice often these periods are extended with the consent of creditors and particularly
where more time is required in order to finalise the acquisition transaction. The above time line
indicates the manner in which a potential successfully make the acquisition of the distressed
company/asset. Issues such as the provision of PCF, when to make the offer, (which would be
conditional on the business rescue plan being approved by creditors) and the manner in which the
provisions of the plan are to be implemented, are all essential issues that need to be considered. The
aim, of course, is for the successful acquirer to exit the rescue process with the company intact and
with good value having been achieved.

Examples where companies have been successfully restructured by way of an acquisition of the
shares or business/assets of companies that have gone into business rescue are – Pearl Valley Golf
Estate (acquired by Standard Bank), Southgold Mine (acquired by Witsgold), Top TV (acquired
by a Chinese company Star Sat), Meltz Success (acquired by the Hub), Advanced Technologies &
Engineering (Aeronautical) Engineering (acquired by Paramount), Moyo Restaurants (acquired by
Fournews), Optimum Coal Mine (acquired by Tegeta) and SA Calcium Carbide (management buy-out).
Presently, there are significant transactions being negotiated in the business rescue proceedings of
certain major companies that have filed for business rescue.
These deals are transaction agnostic and is not limited to any particular sector. There are opportunities
in mining and resources, manufacturing and in retail. Top TV was a satellite TV offering, and
Aeronautical Engineering was a company manufacturing armaments on helicopters.
It is a mechanism, which if used effectively, can result in any distressed company being acquired
through the process.
A company that is being restructured or is being acquired by a third party acquirer must be able
to pay its ongoing expenses during the business rescue process thus allowing the company to
survive. If not, the company will have to go into liquidation. The company might not need PCF if its
continued trading can allow it to “wash its own face”. If this is not possible then, PCF must be put up
by alternative sources. PCF can be put up by existing lenders (banks), the company’s shareholders or
by the third party acquirer. The third party acquirer would have to put up PCF to prop up the company
while the acquisition transaction is being bedded down. Any PCF provision would be ranked as a
super-priority in the business rescue process. The legislation allows for the business rescue practitioner
to make provision in his plan to pay back the PCF provider in preference to other creditors. The
provision of PCF is thus essential in keeping the company afloat and which allows for the retention of
value. If not, there will be nothing left to acquire.
One of the issues that the business rescue practitioner must deal with is existing contracts that might
be prejudicial to the company and which might prejudice the company’s ability to continue trading
or which might be an issue for the prospective purchaser. The practitioner is entitled to suspend/vary
existing contacts that are in place during the period of business rescue or apply to court to cancel
these contracts. The counterparty would have a claim for damages against the company if this were
to occur. This option does give the practitioner flexibility and allows him to deal with these prejudicial
contracts on an urgent basis and in pursuing a successful restructuring of the financially distressed
company.
Management (and the board) can be replaced during the business rescue process. Particularly where
management might have committed fraud or where management are so inept that they need to
be removed. Often it is the board and management that have brought the company to its position
of financial distress and thus it makes sense to have management and the board replaced by a more
effective management team. The counter to this of course is that the business rescue practitioner
comes into the matter cold, and with no real background knowledge of the trade, dealings and
financial affairs of the company. The practitioner would have had very little opportunity to have
become acquainted with all of the intricacies of the business and the way it has been conducted. Thus
getting rid of existing management and the board might be counter-productive and could result in a
failed business rescue. It is a balancing act and the approach would differ from company to company
and would depend on the ability of the business rescue practitioner to effectively work together with
existing management and the existing members of the board to pursue a successful turnaround or
sale of the company.
It is imperative for any investor to firstly identify the distressed asset. This can be done by the acquirer
itself and by it investigating the target market and which companies in that market might be on
the brink of a financially distressed situation. Other points of contact would be by identifying the
appointed business rescue practitioner in the target company, the bank/financial institution operating

the loan facility to the distressed company or with the law firm that is dealing with the matter (acting
for the distressed company or its business rescue practitioners). Generally, the media/press identify
those companies in business rescue and that would also be a source, although such notification
might come far too late for the acquirer who would want to position itself at an early stage in
the process.
In South Africa, business rescue has become a new mechanism for the acquisition of distressed
companies. The key is to identify the distressed company as early as possible in order to retain value
and to ensure that the company is ripe for acquisition. If one enters the fray too late, much value could
have already been destroyed and the value of the asset might have so diminished that the proposed
transaction is a waste of time and money. In South Africa, there is no doubt that in these severe
economic times, distressed assets/companies will become a new “asset class” and one which must be
taken seriously by any potential investor. In the months and years ahead, there is no doubt that we are
going to see more and more companies going into financial distress (particularly as we see the knock
on effect on companies caused by the Covid-19 lockdowns). Potential acquirers and investors into
these companies must be alive to the possibility of these “distressed acquisitions” and the manner in
which to do so through the business rescue mechanism. Of course, by playing in this market, caution
should be a given, and it is suggested that investors look to experts in both the legal and rescue
field so as to be properly advised when making these acquisitions. The more transactions that are
successfully consummated, the better the track record for the business rescue acquisition process in
the years to come.

Conclusions/Takeaways
Companies that are facing a potential collapse or insolvency need to speak to experienced turnaround
specialists/attorneys who are skilled in restructuring and assisting companies during these difficult
times. If an intervention is required, the board can consider an informal restructuring process or if it is
appropriate, to file for business rescue or liquidation.
Difficult but informed decisions need to be made. The right decisions made by an informed board of
directors may result in the business being able to survive these extraordinary times and further ensure
that directors are not exposed to personal liability in terms of the Act.
As Clem Sunter has said, we are all walking a tightrope… and will probably continue to do so until
2021… the trick is not to fall off and into the abyss of massive corporate failure and insolvency!
South Africa and the world face unprecedented and very tough economic trading conditions. Many
South African companies/businesses which appeared to be financially healthy a few months ago,
now find themselves facing severe financial stress. How long these constraints will last is open for
debate. Notwithstanding, there remain opportunities for investors to acquire good value companies
in the distressed environment. Being pro-active, diligent and astutely aware of options available to
struggling companies/businesses and investors will become critical in the days and months ahead.
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Established in the early 1900s, Werksmans
Attorneys is a leading South African
corporate and commercial law firm, serving
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institutions, entrepreneurs and government.
Operating in Gauteng and the Western Cape,
the firm is connected to an extensive African
legal alliance through LEX Africa.
LEX Africa was established in 1993 as the
first and largest African legal alliance and
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seeking to do business on the continent by
providing
a gateway to Africa.
With a formidable track record in mergers
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commercial litigation and dispute resolution,
Werksmans is distinguished by the people,

clients and work that it attracts and retains.
Werksmans’ more than 200 lawyers are
a powerful team of independent-minded
individuals who share a common service
ethos. The firm’s success is built on a solid
foundation of insightful and innovative deal
structuring and legal advice, a keen ability
to understand business and economic
imperatives and a strong focus on achieving
the best legal outcome for clients.

